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Surviving the fire with fire
Genesis 6.4 There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God
came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men
which were of old, men of renown.
The self begat self proclaimed sons of God have multiple incarnations. The True Son of God "came
once to do His marvelous work and He cut it short in righteousness. He needed only one
incarnation.
He put away sin and "He delivered those who are all their lifetime subject to the fear of the
bondage of death." Fear and death have hold on us no more. It is those who reject the gospel
message of Christ who cannot say this.
The true Son of God works like His Father by doing things once and doing them right, whose
motivation is Love and bi-product is faith, trust and hope by those who put their trust in Him. This is
what it means to be "in Christ".
But these self proclaimed sons of god called "men of renoun? They have to have multiple
incarnations over the span of generations to accomplish their quest. Christ said that the days are
coming that would be "as in the days of Noah". That there would be a reinactment in the world
whereby civilization would be hyjacked by inhumane and anti-Christ entities with systems to
preoccupy humanity to use them to set up their Utopia. A quest that will be short lived.
Through the promulgation of fear, the renoun keep repressed those made in the image of God and
in this way steal their power. Because Adam was robbed of his power and personal control over his
realm through fear.
In the beginning he was told to "go forth and have dominion", but after being robbed he worked the
earth by a curse in his thinking to bring forth thorns and thistles". Instead of dominion he became
enslaved and driven by fear, which was his separation from God.
With this principle we can understand why the self-proclaimed self begat, men of renoun
manipulate by fear and who their master is, and it is not God.
Fear is the absence of Faith. This is why God says in his word, let me be your dread let me be your
fear. Be cognizant of him who is really in control who also said, fear not for I am with you
throughout the ages.
Fear is looking down at the events on the earth being driven by darkness (Isaiah 8.22) because
they do not look up to see Him who said "I will never leave you or forsake you".
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These men of renoun, better yet, son's of Satan, the god of this age. It is these that steal the God
given energy that is given to each person, polarize them through fear and use them to empower
their own movement. They have no power of their own but what they steal and trick away from the
unsuspecting.
Their objective? Multiple sacrifices for the absconding of such. This is why scripture says, do not
fear those who can kill the body, but fear Him who can send your soul to hell.
Scripture says that the source of life is in the blood. That once a sacrifice has been made the life
has been drained. Through Christ one singular act of his sacrificet he gave life to the world
because he is greater than the world. It was the animal sacrifices of the bygone age whereby they
had to be repeated over and over to no avail. But the point here is the Life source that is in the
blood and it is these bloodthirsty villains who want to spill more, which is their need for consecutive
wars whose product is death. However it is done under the guise of good for humanity?
The modern day mass implementation of fear, was manufactured by these self begotten fallen
angels, and they call it terrorism. So you know who the enemy is. The inventors and promoters of
this product. By promoting terror, which us fear an steroids, they then market and sell these fears
which are tools of isolationism for their imperialism.
They manufacture fear through deceit, lies and manipulation of events either by force or false
news, and provoke many to subscribe to their views spewed from their lie producing facilities of
fake news on both sides. Their commercials present new fears for you to seek new protections.
Unbenounced they isolate from God the majority by this stupor.
By clustering together people in fear, societies and cultures, they actually assemble spiritual
generators of the souls that are upside down from the faith to ground out there spiritual energy for
death and not life.
They manufacture despotisms and war. They villafy the innocent and mass transfer populations by
isolating them from daily needs through sanctions and barriers. Those who flee to find food and
safety, unknowingly run for cover to those who manufactured the crisis to begin with. This they do
for population control and the theft of other countries resources and finances.
These self begotten entities in human bodies have no souls or sympathy. They are incapable of
such but are good actors.
Today they have set up their treasure trove of collected souls with a Nazi Germany stile fascist
mindset and headed for the same judgment. Not only do they govern them by fear, those then
whom they schmear and bear false witness of and go to war against having fear. And those who
capitalize on this? The self begotten, self-proclaimed sons of God who do things over and over in
the absence of Faith with the product call fear, they govern and rule in the world to their demise.
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Those who subscribe to their terrorist presentations for the protectionism and isolationism, they are
promoted by the same people and are implicit in these crimes of humanity of stealing people
through fear and the killings through wars and other such mechanisms.
We say these things not to instill fear of that sort, but fear God to whom all glory is due, in that He
makes know to us that none of these things are for our safety. It is God who is our shield and are
exceedingly great reward. We do not rely on the provisions of the purveyors of the cures for the
fears of today.
There are two types of freedom. Free to be and do what you want without interference driven with
mutual respect. And the freedom from terrorism. The second freedom is just an illusion because to
be governed by fear is your prison. Fear isolates many from the heavenly inheritance if we allow it
to do so.
The modern-day gospel messages given through the news and other source outlets who
promulgate these fears in profit of selling their wares to assay your fears which empowers them
even more. These are not your saviors.
And those of us who know these fears? We face these fears and walk through them. We walk
through them naked from the provisions and wares of this world but clothed in the promises of
God. Much like Shadrach Meshach and Abednego seen in the fire having scoffed at the terrorist
threats and fears of that day. These were seen in the midst of the fire with a fourth one who looked
like the Son of God "with no hurt on them. We call this "Refined in the fire" resting in fear.
And there confession? Oh king we have no need to answer you 17 If it be so, our God whom we
serve is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace, and he will deliver usout of thine hand,
The other side of this equation is that it was those who fueled the fire who were engulfed in the
flame.
Warning! Do not give up your faith in God to this subculture of fear, and do not diverge from your
path of trusting in the provisions and promises of God. Know Him who says "I will never leave you
or forsake My beloved who believe in Me in this way. My promises are made good in this and every
generation to My genome of those begotten by My Word and My Holy Spirit.. These are your
instructions. And put on the promises of God. He who promises to protect you cannot be over
powered. It is for your development to be found in the midst of all these things "with no hurthon
you. All the things you walk through are for your greater glory. You are the living stones more
prescious than silver or gold purified by fire.
In your decision making process do not! and I repeat do not use fear! The products of "what ifs" are
design from the god of this age who is Satan to cover you not for protection, but for isolation and
separation from God.
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It was God's truly only begotten son who's testings in the fire of his temptation answered Satan
over and over, "for it is written". He used the sword of his faith called word and Scripture. which is
why it is said, 12 For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a
discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart. 13 Neither is there any creature that is not
manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened unto the eyes of him with whom we have
to do".
God is asking you to go where fear tells you no. We are asked to "have no fellowship with the
unfruitfull works of darkness but rather expose them" and so we do. The kingdom of God is at hand
in this way, God governs and rules all things even today so do not leave your post. Abide "in
Christ". There is no safer place to be. Amen.
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